
As a principal offender (foreigner of illegal work) is imprisoned for illegal work, the 

application of assistance is valid.

This is not an answer. It merely states the effectiveness of assistance crime in criminal law.

Assistance charges are not imposed for assistance in the case of "fine offense is fine".

The number of charges written in the indictment is prescribed in the "illegal employment 

promotion charges" prescribed by Article 2 of the Immigration Act 73,

Instead of aiding acts against illegal employment,

Illegal employment is not directly related to enemies,

Regarding the fact that the former offender made an act of revoking the status of residence

which is administrative punishment,

The provider of "content false employment contract" is counted as a counsel as saying that 

it is an aiding act thereof,

Why is the criminal assistance offense against illegal work applied? This reason can not be 

stated.

This is the qualification of a Japanese lawyer.

Police officers and prosecutors are laws of logic, and can not bear the 

applicable crime.

The policeman says, in the interrogation,

"Do not lick Sakuradamon (a place name of the Metropolitan Police Department)! Accept 

(sin) in general theory!"

The prosecutor, in an interrogation, says,

"Accept (sin) in the general theory! (Fine) if you recognize (sin), it will be sentenced to a 

fine, (I will imprison you if I do not admit it)"

There is no country other than Japan to make a criminal in general theory.

　What I'm directly concerned with is that four Chinese who occurred in 2010, both of 

whom worked at a restaurant, were illegally working in violation of Immigration Control Act

(activities outside the status of qualification), four of them said, "Content false Employment 

Contract "and was deemed to be an assistant for the illegal worker's injury, in Gungaku 

(gold military academy) who was considered as an accomplice and complicity. (I am not 

accepting but I am prosecuting and accusing)
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